CSCTFL 2014
Workshop

DOLOR SET AMET

Schedule:
8:00

Intro / Overview

8:15

Establish the Learning Environment

9:00

Full Immersion Strategies

10:00

Break

10:15

Resource Explanations & Activities!!!!!

11:30

LUNCH

12:00

Group Reading / Small Group Discussion

12:45

Sharing of Best Ideas / Questions / Challenges

1:15

Intrinsic vs. Extrinsic Rewards / Assessments

2:00

Break

2:15

Activity Planning & Development

3:30

Extra Conference pointers & Post-Evaluation

C HAPTER 1

Unlock the
Gateway to
Communication
Each year approximately 25 participants are selected to attend the
Conference Workshop (CW) on Thursday during the annual
meeting of Central States. Here they receive information and
materials about recent trends in foreign language teaching.
Participants are then asked to conduct a similar Extension
Workshop (EW) in their local area in order to bring the
Conference and its new and evolving ideas to a greater number of
teachers. The emphasis in the CW is on the practical application
of the new ideas for the classroom. At the end of the six-hour CW,
participants are ready to conduct one or more EWs for foreign
language educators in their own states. They can adjust the format,
time frame, and material selection for their needs. The ultimate
goal of the CW/EW Program is to improve the quality of foreign
language instruction by providing up-to-date information to teachers unable to attend the Central States Conference. The CW/EW
program offers participants the opportunity to learn how to
organize and present a workshop, to meet other foreign language
educators throughout the CSCTFL region, to strengthen ties with
teachers in their local area, and to serve as resource people in their
foreign language community.

Wednesday August 13 8am-4apm
Kolak Room 203
https://sites.google.com/site/csctflex
tensionworkshop2014/

RESEARCH
Annenberg Videos demonstrating L2 use

• http://www.learner.org/libraries/tfl/french/terry/analyze.h
tml
• http://www.learner.org/libraries/tfl/french/granville/analy
ze.html
• http://www.learner.org/libraries/tfl/italian/digennaro/anal
yze.html
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C HAPTER 2

Task based
teaching

Advantages of task-based language teaching
by Manel Lacorte, University of Maryland
Considered a branch of Communicative Language Teaching (CLT),
task-based language teaching (TBLT) is one of the most popular
approaches to second language (L2) teaching at present because of its
emphasis on developing meaningful tasks for learners using the L2.
The most commonly mentioned advantages of TBLT are:
1. It is useful for moving the focus of the learning process from the
teacher to the student. In a typical task-based lesson, the teacher does
not pre-determine what language will be studied. The teacher may
present language in the initial steps of the task (ʻpre-taskʼ stage), but
the students are ultimately free to use the grammar constructs and
vocabulary that may be more useful for the completion of the task.
2. It provides students with a much more varied exposure to language.
TBLT is specifically intended for learners to fulfill a variety of daily
practices in the L2. For this reason, students are exposed to a whole
range of lexical phrases, collocations and patterns related to a wider
variety of social and cultural contexts.

5. It is helpful in meeting the immediate needs of the learners,
because the language explored often arises from the studentsʼ own
needs. In "stronger" versions of the approach, these needs dictate what
is to be covered in the lesson rather than a decision made by the
teacher or the textbook.
6. It may be both engaging and motivating because the tasks are likely
to be familiar and relevant to the students (e.g.: looking for a job,
planning a vacation, searching for a convenient academic program
abroad, etc.). In the process of communicating in the L2 to complete
the task, TBLT emphasizes learnersʼ interaction and cooperation.
Learners are encouraged to apply and share their experiences with the
L2 together.
Some possible issues to take into consideration when implementing
TBLT are the need for teachers to help learners expand the language
and vocabulary they have developed during the completion of the task.
In this regard, it is important to follow up in the post-task stage,
otherwise half of the task based learning process is wasted.

3. It gives learners a different way of understanding language as a tool
to carry out real-world tasks instead of as a specific goal related to
specific lexical areas and/or grammar structures. Real-world activities
can be looked at and sequenced in much the same way as grammar
forms can – from simpler to more complex.
4. It can bring teaching from abstract knowledge to real world
application related to contexts based on the studentsʼ experience with
the L2. TBLT emphasizes the combination of language learning in class
and activities outside the classroom in order to improve the learnersʼ
communicative abilities in the target language.
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S ECTION 1

How to Learn

When reading in Spanish
♣

Look for cognates and words you already know

♣
Don’t look up every word – try to guess the meaning by reading
the other words in the sentence
♣
Skim over the entire sentence (paragraph) once, twice, even three
times. Often or before the third reading the meaning will suddenly become clear without looking up a word.

Helpful Hints for the Spanish classroom / Strategies
While in class:
♣
Watch my actions and expressions in order guess what I’m saying; listen to voice intonation
♣
Follow step by step my instructions. I try to give directions in
small chunks. Do one step at a time
♣

♣

♣
Listen for me to make corrections; most likely it will be discrete.
Ex) repetition/ recast or clarification requests.
Listen as others speak; you may learn something!

♣
Listen for key words instead of trying to understand every single
word. You’re not expected to understand 100% of what you hear. So
breathe a sigh of relief.

Be persistent

When speaking Spanish
♣

Be courageous and take a risk!

♣

Spanish is FO-NE-TIC, sound out words

♣

Practice speaking in front of a mirror

Watch your fellow classmates and follow their lead

♣
Listen for cognates – words that sound and mean the same in
English and in Spanish

♣

♣
Use prior knowledge and experience to make an educated guess
(contextualized guessing)

♣
Practice difficult sounds or words over and over, i.e. rolling your
“rr’s”
♣

When all else fails, use actions to communicate your message

Above all guess and take risks. When you travel in foreign countries
where you do not know the language, you soon become an expert
guesser. Do the same thing in Spanish class and your teacher will
never hold it against you if you make an intelligent guess that happens
to be wrong.
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How to Learn (summary of article from “Parade” magazine).

1. Stanford University research found that simply believing you can
work at becoming smarter produces achievement.
2. Sleep. Sleep is when our brains make permanent what we’ve
learned. Study. Then sleep.
3. Free up your working memory by writing down anxieties.
4. The “spacing effect” shows we form stronger and lasting memories if
we study over a period of time.
5. Recall information rather than simply passively reading over notes.
Not only does this test your knowledge but it also reinforces what you
know.
6. Research demonstrates we’re most engaged in learning when our motivation is intrinsic. In other words, you have some personal interior
reason for learning a particular thing.

9. Your teenage daughter is studying for the SATs. What’s her best strategy?
a)Practice solving one type of problem until she masters it, then move
on to the next type.
b)Frequently toggle between different types of problems during each
study session.
b) It’s much more effective to “interleave” different types of problems—mixing them up so you learn how to quickly identify which approach is needed to solve each one. For example, a study of baseball
batters found that when different types of pitches—fastballs, curveballs, sinkers—were mixed up unpredictably during practice, the players became more adept at scoring a hit.
Other ideas:
♣
Record your voice saying vocabulary in Spanish, pause, then record the answer in English. You pause so that when you are listening,
you give yourself a chance to think and recall the word before you hear
the answer
Study with a partner

7. Meet with Maestra to pinpoint errors, then practice the correct way.

♣

Two other ways from “Parade” magazine online.

♣
Make vocabulary flashcards – picture on one side, Spanish vocab
on the other

8. True or false: If your child complains that he’s confused in class, it’s
a sign that the learning process isn’t working.

♣

With words that are difficult to spell, write 10 times each

Confusion is a sign that your brain is working overtime to resolve contradictions and fill in gaps, says psychologist Sidney D’Mello, Ph.D., assistant professor of psychology and computer science of Notre Dame
University. His experiments show that being mentally thrown off balance can motivate us to work harder to learn facts, solve problems, and
master new skills.
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C HAPTER 3

Resources
These are just a few of the different examples provided
at the workshop. For some additional examples and
pre-made powerpoints, contact me at my district email jgurholt@sdb.k12.wi.us and I can send you additional attachments.

S ECTION 1: P ALABRAS
M OVIE 3.1 PPT converted ...
I NTERACTIVE 3.1 Lorem Ipsum dolor amet, consectetur

5. After I check their work, I give them another envelope
with my script, cut into sentence strips. They match the sentences to the pictures (not just putting the sentences in order,
but putting them with the pictures to demonstrate comprehension). They raise their hands for me to come around and
check.
6. If all looks good, I will give them an extension activity:
translate the script--each partner takes a turn. Just talk their
way through it, no need to write it down.
7. Another extension: pick out just the nouns and say what
they mean in English.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit,
sed do tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

1.
I tell the story (the script). Each sentence (or group of
sentences) has a picture on the Powerpoint to help illustrate
it, so I flip through the Powerpoint as I tell my story.
2. I retell the story (while flipping through the ppt), but
pause so that students can fill in the blanks. I pause where I
know students will know what words I'm trying to produce-cognates, names of people, easy things to help them build confidence.
3. I retell again (still flipping through ppt), same pauses,
this time everyone should know the answers.
4. I pass out an envelope with the pictures from the ppt
and, in pairs, students put them in order. They raise their
hands when finished and I check their order.

8. Another extension (these are to allow time for all groups
to finish step #5): pick out just the verbs and say what they
mean in English.
Ideally, everyone will be done (through #5) by this
point. A couple of great next activities would be:
1. True/False about my story (orally)--focusing on the vocab.
2. An ABC list (this is also good as a next-day refresher): Have
students write the alphabet down the side of their paper, give
them 3 minutes to write as many words as they can next to
those letters. Example:
Avión, asistente de vuelo
Bebida
Carrito
D
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Part 2: SCRIPT
Antes de despegar, los asistentes de vuelo hacen algunos anuncios. Dicen que:
El equipaje de mano tiene que caber debajo del asiento o en el
compartimiento superior (el compartimiento sobre la
cabeza)—no es posible poner las cosas en el pasillo,
Durante el despegue y el aterrizaje, los pasajeros tendrán que
poner el respaldo del asiento en posición vertical.

Los pasajeros pueden comer la comida en sus bandejas (mesitas),
Después de todos los anuncios de los asistentes de vuelo, el piloto hace un anuncio de la cabina de mando. Dice:
<<Bienvenidos, todos. Seré su piloto hoy. Me llamo Enrique.
Mi copiloto es María. Hace buen tiempo y Uds. van a disfrutar del vuelo hoy.>>

Cada pasajero debe abrocharse el cinturón de seguridad a menos que tiene que ir al aseo,
Como dice la señal de no fumar, los pasajeros no pueden fumar durante el vuelo,
En caso de una emergencia, las máscaras de oxígeno caerán,
Cada pasajero tendrá que ponerse una máscara de oxígeno y
el chaleco salvavidas que está debajo del asiento,
Y tendrá que salir del avión por la salida de emergencia,
Después del despegue, los asistentes de vuelo van a pasar por
la cabina para distribuir los audífonos a los pasajeros para que
puedan ver la película o escuchar música,
También, pasarán por la cabina con un carrito de que servirán
bebidas durante el vuelo,
Más tarde, los asistentes de vuelo servirán una comida,
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S ECTION 2 P ARTNER A/B E XERCISES

Partner A/B Exercises
• Face Info Gap
• Dots & Clues

Groups / Full Class
• Buddy Bingo
• Airline Story
• What’s in the bag?
(http://www.teachertube.com/video/bolsamisteriosa-331532 )
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Buddy Bingo- Find at least one person to whom this
applies and have them sign the box.
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G ALLERY 3.1 Images for Airline Story

Y tendrá que salir del avión por la salida de emergencia,
Después del despegue, los asistentes de vuelo van a pasar por la
cabina para distribuir los audífonos a los pasajeros para que puedan ver la película o escuchar música,
También, pasarán por la cabina con un carrito de que servirán bebidas durante el vuelo,
Más tarde, los asistentes de vuelo servirán una comida,
Los pasajeros pueden comer la comida en sus bandejas (mesitas),

Antes de despegar, los asistentes de vuelo hacen algunos anuncios.
Dicen que:
El equipaje de mano tiene que caber debajo del asiento o en el compartimiento superior (el compartimiento sobre la cabeza)—no es posible poner las cosas en el pasillo,

Después de todos los anuncios de los asistentes de vuelo, el piloto
hace un anuncio de la cabina de mando. Dice:
<<Bienvenidos, todos. Seré su piloto hoy. Me llamo Enrique. Mi
copiloto es María. Hace buen tiempo y Uds. van a disfrutar del vuelo hoy.>>

Durante el despegue y el aterrizaje, los pasajeros tendrán que poner
el respaldo del asiento en posición vertical.
Cada pasajero debe abrocharse el cinturón de seguridad a menos
que tiene que ir al aseo,
Como dice la señal de no fumar, los pasajeros no pueden fumar durante el vuelo,
En caso de una emergencia, las máscaras de oxígeno caerán,
Cada pasajero tendrá que ponerse una máscara de oxígeno y el
chaleco salvavidas que está debajo del asiento,
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C HAPTER 4

Keeping it in
the Target
Language
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C HAPTER 5

PostInstruction
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S ECTION 1

Annenberg videos to demonstrate L2 proficiency

CSCTFL-Immersion Notes

Coumin: The with-it-ness factor (help, not hover)
Physical environment: they should be surrounded by authentic realia
Postcard activity – they send a photo of themselves with a task – post on wall
Error correction… re-casting (say it again), re-pairing/up-take is self-correct (hi 5
when they fix a mistake) meta-linguistic (mini grammar lesson) or meta-moments
(explain in English)
Error, notice, uptake, repair
Language acquisition is like the cha-cha…1 step forward, 2 steps back…cyclical
learning
Using lots of images / actions, not English (dual coding) (circumlocution)
Pourquoi? Why are we doing this activity / learning this way?
Don’t teach more than 7 words at a time: chunking

First 4 minutes w/name cards (record on inside if late/tardy) – UW system
Repetition & practice (without image, it takes 77 times – w/image only 17)
Linguifolia – self regulated learners
Levine – research shows lower level of anxiety w/L2 when they are USED to it
Polleverywhere question: How much target language (TL) should be used in the
classroom by the teacher? (ACTFL says 90%)

MacDonald increases motivation as they realize its usefulness

Pygmalion Effect – self fulfilling prophecy (they can do what you expect)

Split feelings on flipped instruction (but on English explanations out of class)

4 types of teachers – strive to be a “warm demander”

CLT: Task based instructions (see link on wiki)

variables…teaching with intention

Worthwhile activities

create a learning environment where TL is standard (Wordle word )

Develops deep linkages

There is method to the madness! (Shakespeare)

Introducting vocabulary w/a story before taking notes, helps comprehension and
retention

Explain what they need to do to get there…
Teach grammar inductively: The grammar devotional “Crack the Code”
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Double Talk – Deconstructing Monolingualism in Classroom Second Language
Learning Virginia M. Scott

Cooperative learning
Setting objectives and providing feedback

Extrinsic motivation (bills – hand out) in class & in community and see reporting
& self-assessment sheet : Raffle prizes

Generating and testing hypotheses

Praise effort – not empty comments (not innate, acquired)

Questions, cues & advance organizers

Circumlocution role-play: 1 in lead chair facing 3 others “$20,000 pyramid”
Or a partner activity 1 faces smartboard, 1 has back to smartboard
Moving from input to output
Buddy Bingo
Bolsa Misteriosa: What’s in the bag? (They have 10 questions before they
can gues) – must be related to a topic…Show bags on screen (covering object with animation)
Voki.com – avatar themselves
ToonDoo.com (make comic strips)
Prezi…
Glogster (used to be free)
Effective approaches & strategies:
Mind mapping (popplet)
Simply Better (book on market for student achievement)
Identify similarities & differences
Summarizing & note taking
Reinforcing effort and providing recognition
Homework & practice
Nonlinguistic representations
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